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I

We wish to quantify some aspects of how plasma disc
properties in rapidly rotating magnetospheres affect field
structure.

I

Our main reference point is Caudal’s theory (JGR, 1986)
which solves equation of force balance between magnetic
‘J × B’ force, centrifugal force and pressure gradient. Here,
J denotes current density (vectors in bold typeface) and B
is magnetic field.

I

The system is assumed to be axisymmetric with parallel
rotation and magnetic axes, and poloidal field (i.e
azimuthal component Bφ = 0).
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Axisymmetric assumption also means that azimuthal
gradients in all quantities (field components, plasma
d
≡ 0.
pressure, plasma properties) are zero: dφ

I

Although a strong assumption, axisymmetry is commonly
used in modelling the so-called ‘middle magnetospheres’
of Jupiter and Saturn which, from an observational point of
view, show a structure which is well approximated by
axisymmetry about the planet’s magnetic (dipole) axis.

I

The axisymmetric assumption implies that the only
non-zero component of J is the azimuthal current density
Jφ . (Why?)
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Return to our simple, axisymmetric disc. We start in
spherical polar coordinates, and define the radial and
meridional field components by using magnetic Euler
potentials α and β:
B = ∇α × ∇β

(1)

β = aφ, α = α(r , θ)
a = planet radius (length scale).
I

Hence:
a dα
r 2 sin θ dθ
−a dα
Bθ =
r sin θ dr

Br =

(2)
(3)
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Link field structure and current with Ampère’s Law:
∇ × B = µo J

I
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(4)

Bridge between J and plasma properties comes from force
balance:
J × B ≈ ∇P − (P/(2kT ))mi ρω 2 ,

I



(5)

where P denotes plasma pressure, T is temperature, mi is
mean ion mass (constant along field line), ρ is cylindrical
radial coordinate and ω is ang. vel.
Ideal gas law means that P/(2kT ) is half the total particle
number density (i.e. ion num. dens. in quasi-neutral
plasma).
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Caudal nicely demonstrates that (given without proof here):
!
ρ2 − ρ20
∂ 2 α (1 − x 2 ) ∂ 2 α
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I

Susbcript ‘0’ denotes equatorial quantities magnetically
conjugate to the point with coordinates (r , x) (with
x = cos θ).
Scale length l given by l 2 = 2kT /(mi ω 2 ). Illustrates the
competition between thermal energy and centrifugal
confinement of ‘hot’ and ‘cold’ plasma.
Right side of equation is source function g(r , x, α).
Analytical form for solution may be derived, but since g
depends on field structure, actual solution obtained
numerically, starting with pure dipole as first ‘iteration’.

I

I
I
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In practice, one ‘builds’ g on the equator from spacecraft
observations, then integrates throughout volume to obtain
a field / plasma model.
4212

Caudal: Self-Consistent Model of 3upiter's Magnetodisc
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Fig. 6. Meridian plane projection of magnetospheric field lines computed by the present
model, in cylindrical coordinates(p, z), assuminga magnetopausesubsolarpoint distance

RS =~gO
R•.
than
50ø?
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Themodelis validfor the noonmeridian
andnotsuitable
for latitudes
higher

ney et al. [1952] have shown that a residual of
this amplitude at closest approach could be suppressed by a very slight modification of the internal
field model (the observed ABr differs
by 100 gammas
.
at closest approach, depending on whether the
GSFC O# model or the model of Connerney et
al. [1952] is used). Clearly, the discrepancy at
closest approach in Figure 5 is within the internal
field model uncertainty. Hence I have kept the

component of the magnetic field is significant
compared to the horizontal component, within
about 3 R.j from. the equator.
The equatorial values of the vertical perturbation field ABt• are plotted versus radial distance

Caudal’s solution shows disc-like field shape in a ‘middle
magnetosphere’.
assumption of

inner boundary of the hot plasma

in Figure 7. The relative contributionsfrom currents
generated by the cold plasma, the hot plasma,
as well as the contribution from magnetopause
currents, are distinguished, and the total perrutbation field is also indicated. The field induced
by the magnetopausecurrents, which is approximat-

pressure in the present model. We just keep in
mind the lack of accurate treatment of the dipole

ed by a uniform vertical field BS adcording to

tilt

the

effects,

and the

uncertainties

concerning the

method described in section 3, is found to

pressure inner boundary and the internal field model.
Due to those three sources of errors, the value

be #.3 gammas. Comparison between the contributions from the hot and the cold plasmas (see Fi-

K = 3x107 MKSis to be considered
as an underesti-

gure7) clearly indicatesthat the hot plasmaconsti-

mate,whereas
K = #.6x10
• MKSis an upperlimit.
Unless expressly mentioned, the results presented below in this paper will correspond to K =

tutesthe dominant
source
for ABt•at the equator.
The ratio between the hot and the cold plasma
contributions is found to be of the order of 1.5-2

3x107MKS (with innerboundary
as described beyond
15-20
R3 andattainsa maximum
value

in section
3) andRS - gOR3. Thequalitative
conclusions would not be altered if those parameters
were modified according to their respective uncer-

exceeding
6 near $ R3. Recall that the effects

of both the centrifugal force and pressure gradients
have been included to determine the contribution
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Saturn magnetodisc model

more closely resemble the geometry of a pure dipole (see Fig
similar result was found by Bunce et al. (2008) who modell
I current for various magnetospheric configurations as rev
ring
by Cassini MAG data from a selection of orbits. The colour
of the upper panels in Fig. 13 indicates that both compresse
expanded models have similar levels of magnetic flux threadin
entire equatorial planes; we therefore expect higher field stre
to be present in the compressed disc. The middle panels confir
this is the case. Equatorial profiles of total magnetic field st
relative to that of the planetary dipole are shown as a funct
ρ. Beyond ∼5R S , the compressed disc model has a persis
stronger
magnetic field than the expanded one. Around ∼15R
I
example, the compressed field has reached a magnitude tw
large as the expanded configuration.
This behaviour of the field strength and geometry under str
compressed conditions has important consequences for the
ing magnetic forces which operate within the plasma disc.
bottom panels of Fig. 13, we plot equatorial profiles of the v
forces due to plasma pressure gradients, magnetic pressure
ent, magnetic curvature and centrifugal force. The plots sho
magnetic curvature is the principal, radially inward force fo
disc configurations. Closer inspections of the two curvature
profiles reveal a remarkable feature; the compressed model sh
I
stronger curvature force beyond ∼8R S , whose ratio with resp
the expanded disc attains a maximum of ∼1.4 at ρ ∼ 15–17R
compressed model is able to maintain a stronger curvature
via higher magnetic field strength, despite the increased rad
curvature of the local field line. We also show plots of the
magnetic force J × B for both models (sum of the curvature
and magnetic pressure gradient). A comparison of the two s
curves reveals that, beyond ∼8R S , the magnetic pressure gr
in the compressed disc is larger relative to the curvature forc
in the expanded case. This behaviour is qualitatively consisten
the study by Arridge et al. (2008a) mentioned in Section 1,

Advantage: can model
‘hot’ and ‘cold’ plasma
populations - ‘hot’
pressure is uniform
along field. (Why?)

Achilleos, Guio and
Arridge (2010) repeated
for Saturn, using data
from Cassini. Studied
effect of system size on
field.

Figure 13. The left-hand and right-hand columns of plots correspond, respectively, to Saturn disc models calculated for compressed (R MP = 18R S )
and expanded (R MP = 25R S ) configurations. Top panels: the logarithm
of magnetic potential α is plotted on a colour scale for the labelled configurations. Middle panels: the equatorial ratio of total to dipole magnetic field strength is plotted for both magnetodisc configurations. The
increased field strength of the compressed magnetodisc is apparent. Bottom panels: equatorial profiles of the absolute value of normalized volume
forces for the compressed and expanded models, labelled according to line
colour. Line style is used to indicate the direction of the radial forces, with

2

Hot plasma pressure
varies significantly - can
change ‘competition’
between pressure grad.
and centrif. force.
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Example of quantifying the ‘stretching’ of the dipole field by the
current sheet / disc.
Influence of Disc on Field Line Mapping
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Toy models can be useful - ‘Sacrifice realism, gain insight’.

I

Achilleos, Guio and Arridge considered a toy model of a
rigidly corotating disc with distinct hot (carries pressure)
and cold (isothermal, carries mass) components.

I

By considering the toy source function, they identified a
transition distance ρT , for ρ >> ρT centrif. force >>
pressure gradients.

I

ρ2T = 2χl 2 βhot /βcold .

I

Equatorial B ∝ ρ−χ .

the equatorial magnetosp
magnetic curvature force
distances ρ  15R S , the
pressure gradients by fact
erties of magnetic field and force balance in Fig. 10. The upper
most important term in the
panel compares the equatorial profiles of magnetic field strength
for ρ ∼ 6–12R S , centrifug
associated with the planetary internal dipole and with our full magConnecting χ and force balance, Achilleos, Guio and Arridgecomparable in magnitude,
by both sources of radia
(MNRAS, 2010) (Saturn):
Profiles for Average Magnetodisc
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Figure 10. Upper panel: equatorial profiles of magnetic field strength for
We now consider the
the planetary dipole alone and for the full magnetodisc solution (R MP =
depicted in Fig. 10. Inside
25R S ). Middle panel: equatorial model profiles of magnetic and plasma
density rapidly decreases
perpendicular to the equator.
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We shall continue our present investigation of average plasma
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disc structure at Saturn by considering the model’s equatorial prop-

Volume Forces
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From Sorba et al. (JGR, 2017) - Saturn model used to
estimate solar wind pressure, and behaviour of system
size. Follow-up study for further modelling of the
observations made by Pilkington et al. (JGR, 2015).

What about pressure anisotropy?

I

Non-zero P|| − P⊥ makes pressure force depend on
‘shape’ of field, as well as pressure gradients.

I

Non-isotropic plasma also experiences a force related to
the field structure and the ‘averaged’ mirror force.

I

For more detail in this context, see Nichols, Achilleos and
Cowley (JGR, 2015).
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More details in notes on ‘Astrophysical Discs’
(http://www.ucl.ac.uk/∼ucapnac).
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Thank You for Listening

... and enjoy the Lab exercises! (Visualizing and interpreting
magnetodisc models).

